PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF MACHINE LEARNING
ON NEONATAL ICU FEEDING TRANSITION
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INTRODUCTION
q Infants with feeding problems are divided into
two categories:
Premature Babies
Ø Less than 37 weeks gestational age
Ø Up to 70% experience feeding problems
Ø US - 517k babies
Full Term-Failure to Thrive Babies
Ø Go home from hospital and lose weight
Ø In the US, 344k per year readmitted to NICU
or PICU
q Nipple movement patterns during feeding
collected via nfant Feeding Solution (NFANT
Labs, Atlanta GA) are hypothesized to be
indicative of neurodevelopment and ability to
feed throughout neonatal maturation.
q Machine learning algorithms, when applied to
feeding patterns, present an opportunity to
identify infants at risk for delay and enhance
guidelines to advance their care.

DATA COLLECTION
q Nipple movement data from select feedings
were extracted from a larger ongoing study
being conducted at a major academic medical
center in the southeast.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

CLASSIFICATION AND RESULTS
q Training and Test Sets: Training set i includes instances from all
feedings except feeding i, and test set i includes the instances from
feeding i.
q Feature Selection: Correlation based feature selection
q Classification: Random Forest decision tree classifier
q Metric: A threshold of 50% accuracy for each test set was used to
determine whether that particular feeding was classified correctly
or incorrectly.
q Preliminary Results: 78% of the feedings were correctly classified
into their respective groups.
q Future Work: Improving these results by expanding the training
pool of feedings, optimizing window lengths for feature extraction
and adding new features and classifiers from other variables also
collected in the study.

q Tracking preterm infants from initiation of oral
feeding through discharge, and full-term
infants at discharge.
q Data were categorized binarily as predischarge or discharge.

q End Goal: Improving the classification rate for these trained
algorithms and applying results to feeding data collected
throughout the NICU stay to help guide feeding readiness and
discharge criteria in a “Go”, “No-Go” output.
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